
There is a rapidly increasing array of single-function security systems in the market today.  
These ‘point solutions’ address one to two functions of public safety with limited flexibility and 
visibility to other security solutions or legacy systems.  It falls to event organizers to manually 
connect data from these disparate systems and then communicate that data to their varied 
security teams.  Most security systems also rely on alarms or calls to initiate an investigation 
after an incident has occurred.  These systems do not communicate or collaborate with other 
technologies or agencies in the security environment.

The Ronin Platform is a situational awareness delivery platform that can transform the way 
security organizations respond, support and manage their public safety environments.  Ronin 
integrates video, sensors, and people to create proactive problem resolution.  The Ronin 
Platform is a force multiplier that allows security organizations to leverage and connect all 
oftheir existing security technology into one common operating picture delivering real-time 
information and bi-directional communications providing a clear picture of any incident under 
your command.  Ronin can integrate and aggregate everything you already have--data from the 
IoT, your sensors and legacy systems, and your people--to allow for meaningful, real-time 
decision making.

Create a common operational picture for security teams.

USE CASE

SITUATIONAL  AWARENESS  TO 
TRANSFORM  PUBLIC  SAFETY

CHALLENGE SECURITY OFFICER APP

SOLUTION

Multiple systems with limited communication between them.

System integration to create proactive solutions.

The Ronin Platform is 
asituational awareness delivery 
platform that can transform the 
way security organizations 
respond, support and manage 
their security environments. Our 
platform ties together the 
various security technologies 
and people to create proactive 
problem resolution.



SCENARIO SUMMARY

KEY FUNCTIONALITIES

GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION - DISPLAY DATA ACROSS GEOSPATIAL CONTENT, SUPPORTING 
DISTRIBUTED OPERATIONS.

ROBUST ARCHITECTURE FOR CHAT, VOICE AND MORE.

SHARE INFO BOTH WAYS; TOP DOWN AND BOTTOM UP.

EASILY VISUALIZE DATA AND FUSE DATA SOURCES.

BRIDGE GAPS BY INTEGRATING DATA FROM LEGACY 
SYSTEM, CAMERAS, AND SENSORS.

RECORD HISTORICAL EVENT DATA (DATA/TIME) FOR 
TRAINING AND FORENSIC ANALYSIS.

SHARE CRITICAL DATA, LOCATION AND EVEN TELESTRATION.

EXTEND THE TRADITIONAL IP NETWORK TO THE VERY EDGE 
OF OPERATIONS, OVER CELL, AND WIFI.

EXTENDED NETWORK -

COLLABORATION -

COMMUNICATIONS -

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL -

DATA VISUALIZATION -

DATA INTEGRATION -

DATA RECORDING -

An outdoor/indoor event drawing thousands of people requires intricate security planning 
since priority number one is to ensure all guests arrive and return home safely.

At its core, the Ronin Platform delivers 
real-time communication and data in a 
way that allows security operations to 
makequick, informed decisions that will 
ensure safety and protect venues like never 
before.

The Ronin Platform provides the entire security team with a common operational picture 
centered around geospatial mapping and real-time access to sensors and communication. 
Now the security ops center can instantly locate the nearest patrol, and can activate 
cameras or lights in the venue. Security can even telestrate over a shared map or image to 
quickly draw a route to safety for the attendees.

The monitored security perimeter can extend to outside the venue to parking lots and mass 
transportation stops, linking in officers from local law enforcement entities as well as their 
camera feeds and security infrastructure.

Any guest can not only request assistance and be directed to the nearest security staff 
member or safe place, but also report issues or unsafe conditions as a “see something, say 
something” program, extending your security surveillance capabilities. Guests can send 
messages, pictures and videos, all tagged with location and time.

Venue security teams will decrease resolution time and create safer outcomes when all 
security staff are armed with the Ronin Platform as a complete security solution with a 
common operational picture.

THE RONIN PLATFORM
IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT
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“Making the right decision
at the right time unleashes
the unrealized value of a
business.”

ABOUT

The Ronin Platform was developed to
maximize the value of existing technology 
by intelligently integrating data yielded 
from all sources to minimize the gaps in 
your operational picture.

At Coolfire Solutions, we create, design 
and innovate at the edge because we 
thirst for progress--the kind of progress 
that transforms life and business in a 
meaningful way.  We embrace ingenuity 
to get the job done.  We integrate and 
extend what you have and do not require 
you to “rip out and replace” what you’ve 
already invested in.  We believe with the 
right information in the right hands, right 
now, action can be taken and innovation 
occurs.

The RIGHT DATA
In The RIGHT HANDS

RIGHT NOW

LEARN MORE
For more information about The Ronin 
Platform visit www.coolfiresolutions.com 
or email info@coolfiresolutions.com

info@roninplatform.com
314.202.4078www.coolfiresolutions.com

LETS’S GET STARTED.


